Overview:!
Slamstr is built upon the foundation that if we encourage all artists to upload their original videos,
music and photos, thereby opening the floodgates to all genres of music and fans, we will create
an ecosystem of music discovery unlike any on the web. In order to provide the best experience
and to protect the copyrights of all content it is important that we restrict, to the best of our ability,
the uploading of all content to only the artists who wrote the music or the photographers who own
the photos. For this purpose we are currently moderating all content.!
In order to accomplish this we find it necessary to create unique account types for different users.
“Fans” will be able to create accounts in order to create video playlists and vote on the battles.
“Artists” will be able to do everything that a fan does, plus they will be able to upload their own
videos, songs and photos for each video.!
In order to create accounts, there will be the need to collect and store some personal information.
For this we have created the following Privacy Policy.!
Our Privacy Policy explains:!
What information we collect and why we collect it!
How we use that information!
The choices we offer, including how to access and update your information!
It is extremely important to us that we keep the process dead simple and clear, so if you have any
questions please contact us at privacypolicy@slamstr.com!
Information We Collect!
Any information that we collect is intended to provide a better user experience for our current and
future users. This includes knowing what music appeals to different users based on data such!
as age, gender, country, etc. We thank you in advance for sharing this with us.!
Information you give us: This is predominantly the information that is related to your account when
it is created.!
Information we get from the use of our services: We may collect information about the content that
you view, how you view it and what you do with it. This includes:!
Device Information: We may collect devicespecific information (such as your hardware model,
operating system version and unique device identifiers)!
Log Information: We remember your search queries and votes in order to provide more accurate
results and improve the user experience.!

!

Local Storage: We may collect and store information (including personal information) locally on
your device using mechanisms such as browser web storage (Including HTML 5) and application
data caches!
Cookies and anonymous identifiers: We use cookies in order to store some information that helps
us identify your device when using our services.!
How we use information we collect:!
We use the information we collect from all sources to create a better user experience and increase
security and copyright protection. This includes, providing better discovery algorithms, protecting
our servers and data from outside threats and enforcing copyright laws.!
We may use your name and account information when promoting any media that was uploaded
through Slamstr.!
We may develop an advertising strategy based on the demographics of individual genres, but, do
not intend to target individuals themselves.!
How to update and protect your privacy:!
At any point you can delete your account. This will delete all public traces of your participation on
Slamstr. All content that was uploaded while you were a member (fan or artist), including songs
that were uploaded and “Battle Votes” will be stored on our servers and displayed according to
their initial intent.!
If you do not wish to allow cookies to track you on our service you can delete your cookies and
disallow cookies in your browser controls.!
We hope that you feel comfortable using the site, sharing your music and voting on great music.
Be rest assured that we will not be selling your data and are 100% opposed to allowing any
agency, foreign or domestic spying on your usage.!

